Subject: UC San Diego Financial Accounting Program Information Session

You have been identified as having Research Administrator/Fiscal Manager responsibilities or departmental oversight for fiscal staff (MSO/DBO/CAO).

We strongly encourage you to register and attend the UC San Diego Financial Accounting Program Information Session this Thursday, September 2, from 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm. This information session consists of a 10-15 minute overview of the UC San Diego Financial Accounting Program (developed in partnership with Business & Financial Services and Extension), the application process, and eligibility, followed by Questions & Answers.

The UC San Diego Financial Accounting Program is a comprehensive financial accounting program that offers training at a basic to intermediate level. This program intends to establish consistent foundational knowledge across the UC San Diego staff members in finance and accounting roles.

The application period for Fall 2021 is September 6 - 17. This program is fully funded by the Chief Financial Officer and offered to the Individual at no cost for the following year. For more information or to watch a recording of this upcoming session, please review the Financial Accounting Program page on Blink.

Benefits of the UC San Diego Financial Accounting Program

- Classes are only offered to UC San Diego employees
- Taught by expert practitioners
- Practice-based learning
- Two online formats available:
  - Asynchronous (Online): Instructor-led curriculum with no set meeting times/pre-recorded instruction
  - Synchronous (Live Online): Instructor-led curriculum with set meeting times and live instruction
- Customize your learning by choosing from a variety of electives
- Provides continuing education units which may be used to meet the California State Board of Accountancy’s educational requirements

We look forward to seeing you there!